Abstract—Information leakage through physical channels is a major hurdle in embedded hardware security. This paper overviews the three key factors in the embedded hardware security space, focusing on gray-box (bounded resources) power analysis attacks: the adversary’s knowledge and abilities, the security metrics used by adversaries’ and security evaluators and gate-level countermeasures. A new design paradigm, dubbed $p$Asynch, that utilizes internal signals and random signals to uniformly spread the information-carrying energy within the clock period in a specific way with a resolution below the bandwidth and noise-filtering abilities of advanced measurement equipment is introduced. The advantages and design challenges introduced by the $p$Asynch paradigm are discussed.
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I. BACKGROUND - HARDWARE SECURITY

Embedded systems aim to provide security from malicious eavesdropper attackers by implementing cryptographic algorithms that run on dedicated crypto-cores. However, these algorithms fail to prevent secrets leak when they are subjected to side channel analysis attacks (SCA) [1], [2]. SCAs on cryptographic devices exploit unintentional information leak from physical measurable channels (e.g., power supply current, electromagnetic emissions etc.). Power Analysis (PA) attacks are the most highly investigated forms of SCAs, and numerous PA attack resilient methodologies have been proposed over the years. PA attacks are attractive because of their low computational effort, low-cost and equipment requirements. The advantage of this type of attack stems from the fact that through their power consumption, circuits leak information related to internal signals within the design.

The amount of sensitive information that can be extracted from a device depends on the methods used to analyze the side-channel information (evaluation metrics and statistical tools), the adversary’s knowledge about the design (design transparency), its resources, and capabilities. Here, we elaborate on two key factors in hardware security (see Fig. 1): the adversary and the metrics used to quantify security. The third factor, i.e., countermeasures, is discussed in Section II.

A. The adversary

Adversaries are typically classified according to their knowledge and abilities. The so-called blackbox, graybox and whitebox are abstractions of an adversary’s abilities and knowledge, in ascending order (as illustrated in Fig. 1):

Blackbox: the blackbox adversary is assumed to know the functionality of the design and values in its global IOs. This adversary is clearly too weak to constitute a side-channel threat and therefore is not discussed here.

Whitebox: As opposed to the blackbox adversary, the whitebox adversary is assumed to have full observability of as many real-time intermediate leakages as it wants and to know all the possible design details. Whitebox attacks are considered non-realistic since internal signals cannot be sampled without a substantial information loss due to band-width limitations, accuracy and storage-complexity.

Graybox: The graybox adversary has physical access to the device. Such adversaries are traditionally classified as invasive or non-invasive and passive or active. A passive attacker extracts information from the system without affecting the system or its resources (e.g., energy, radiation, temperature) whereas an active attacker affects system operation or alters its resources. Invasive or non-invasive attacks refer to the interface through which information is extracted. An invasive attacker can alter the device by a range of means such as de-packaging, de-layering and probing whereas the noninvasive
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attacker does not alter the cryptographic device. Below we focus on power supply monitoring (passive and non-invasive).

A graybox adversary typically needs to construct a solid model of some internal functionality within the design. To construct an abstract mathematical model, an adversary must have architectural and RTL-netlist (register-transfer-logic) knowledge. There are some limiting factors to these attacks: the attacker can access filtered (low-pass-filter) measurements as a result of the parasitic capacitive and resistive elements on the power-grid/package/board etc., and he also needs to preprocess the measurements to filter system/algorithimic/thermal noise elements. In practice, modeling can be quite challenging (especially in the presence of sophisticated countermeasures designed to make it hard to model the physical side-channel or obscure the implementation details).

B. Metrics used by adversaries and evaluators

Security metrics are often classified into metrics used by adversaries (or defenders) and security metrics used by evaluators (evaluation labs and product providers). In what follows we describe metrics for model- and profile-based attacks aimed to measure the information that can be obtained from the power consumption, and metrics related to security evaluations of the content of information within the current traces regardless whether it can be practically exploited.

1) Metrics used by model-based adversaries: Model-based attacks uncover the secret key by modeling the logic activity of internal variables of the cryptographic algorithm. Since the secret key is not known, the attacker needs to formulate a hypothesis as to its value and verify this by statistical analysis of the dissipated current. Attacks such as the Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) and Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [3], [4] that use statistical analysis, and Simple Power Analysis (SPA) have long been shown to successfully break computationally-secure cryptographic architectures. The total current measurement contains the current of the signals under attack (i.e., the signal which is modeled) and additional system elements currents (algorithmic noise), thermal noise and noise due to variations in the voltage source, coupling, etc.; perfect synchronization can remove the noise up to a certain extent whereas inaccurate synchronization can amplify it. Note that for efficient processing high sampling rates are required for highly protected designs in advanced technologies (5 – 15GHz). This implies that the adversary’s storage and computation complexity must be proportionate.

In the last ten years, more complex statistical methods have been proposed to efficiently extract information from the current samples from multiple time samples (high dimensionality samples) and multivariate currents distributions, such as High-Order (HO) power analysis attacks and Multivariate (MV) power analysis attacks [5], [6]. In particular, for an attack on Masking or Threshold Implementations (TI) designs (where the secret information resides in higher-statistical moments) to succeed, a Gray-box attacker need access to the RTL level description (and in some cases the gate-level description), and an accurate inter clock-cycle current model (and in some cases even an intra clock-cycle current model). That is, an attacker of order \( n \) must hypothesize \( n \) points in time when information that relates to a specific computation will leak per computation [7]–[9].

2) Metrics used by profile/template-based adversaries: Profile-based SCA attacks are highly researched. Profiling (template) based attacks [10]–[12] do not require a model of the physical behavior of the internal signals within the device (current model). It is assumed that an identical device can be initialized with a secret key for leakage characterization. In turn, it implies a very strong adversarial assumptions (in possession of a “cracked” device). Most attacks take place in two phases: in the first phase, the side channel information is profiled for many plaintexts and keys using a sample “cracked” device. In the second phase, side channel information is measured from a sealed device and curve fitting techniques are utilized combined with various statistical methods to find the best match and extract the secret key. They require very high measurement band-width, storage, processing abilities and commensurate expertise.

In order to reduce the complexity of profiling the (noise) is assumed to be a white Gaussian [10]–[12]. It is also assumed that the (high) algorithmic noise can be removed from the templates by advanced statistical methods. In fact, Profiling-based attacks are very sensitive to “DIE-to-DIE” (global) physical variations and practically, system/algorithimic/thermal noise and noise due to randomization-countermeasures. The latter noise increases the computational and memory complexity. Several profile-based attacks that do not require a “cracked” device have been discussed in the literature. The most prominent is Correlation Enhanced Collision Attacks [13]. This method identifies and exploits collisions between masked substitution-boxes (SBOXes). It entails correlating the activity of one section of the device to another or alternatively using the activity of one section of the device as a profile/template to attack another section. The effectiveness of this attack procedure degrades if: (1) the physical signature (current measurement) of one section is different from the other, and (2) when randomization based countermeasures techniques are present.

3) Metrics used by evaluators: Common evaluation methods, e.g., [14]–[16] deal with the issue of how to quantify the information that can be exploited from a side channel and not how to exploit it. Thus, the indications they provide are only as sound as their underlying statistical assumptions. The most highly explored approach is the Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) method [15]. In general, it uses Welch's t-test statistics to quantify the extent of the differences between the means of two sets of measured data. TVLA tests require far less computational power, measurement time (number of traces) and expertise than powerful template-based attacks. However, the validity of the test results relies on highly simplifying assumptions and on the probability distribution of the measurements; it typically assumes a normal distribution of the side channel measurements and only uses the expected value as a distinguisher. In several reports, the information from
higher statistical moments (and not the mean) were shown to be efficiently used by the test (in cases such as Masking where the secret information lies in the higher moments); however, such tests also rely on statistical assumptions regarding the side-channel distribution, the points of interest (POI) in time where the information lies and their in/independence. Additional t-test issues such as false-negatives have also been reported [16].

In addition, information-theoretic based metrics also bound the level of information leakage e.g., [17], [18]; however, they require some knowledge or careful characterization of the side-channel probability distribution which might not be correctly obtained and modeled even by extremely powerful adversaries. More concretely, though extremely accurate, these evaluation methods typically assume very powerful adversaries (knowledge, processing, storage, physical and noise-removing capabilities), and also rely on correct modeling of multi-dimensional and multi-variate leakage distributions. In some cases this might not be practical.

II. COUNTERMEASURES

SCA attacks have prompted both academia and industry to develop numerous countermeasures. PA attack countermeasures can be classified by their abstraction level into the system level, algorithm/logical level, the circuit/gate level and the device level (as illustrated in Fig. 2). In most cases, some form of multi-level security is embedded into these devices. All countermeasures aim to decrease the correlation between the instantaneous power dissipation and the intermediate processed data within the cryptographic device.

There are two main approaches to coping with information leakage (at all abstraction levels): hiding and masking [19]. Hiding refers to manipulations of the algorithm’s internal variables by random values (called masks) [5], [7], [20]. An advanced form of masking dubbed Threshold-Implementation (TI) [8], [21] also splits the computation variables into sections (shares) and never performs (internal) computations on all
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Masking and TI are typically considered architectural/algorithmic countermeasures (see however proposals for gate-level masking [22], [23]). When multiple (d) masks are used to manipulate a value, the masking is dubbed dth order masking. Clearly as d increases so does the security; however, it goes hand-in-hand with the area and energy cost of the system. For example, the area overhead of a 2nd order TI is x7 compared to an unprotected design as a minimum of 5 input shares and 10 output shares are required, for higher orders it increases rapidly.

By contrast to the algorithm level, circuit level countermeasures require smaller area-overhead. There are many examples of bypassing and neutralizing architectural countermeasures by sophisticated attackers. The main advantage of lower abstraction levels is that they are harder to neutralize. Therefore, circuit-level countermeasures provide inherent security.

Circuit-level hiding countermeasures are traditionally categorized into ones that (a) randomize (in time or amplitude domains) the dissipated current, (b) flatten the energy consumption per cycle and (c) embed gate-level masking (as illustrated in Fig. 2):

Note that gate-level masking countermeasures [22], [23] are less efficient in terms of area and design-effort than their higher level algorithmic counterparts.

Countermeasures that randomize the power profile include: Random pre-charge Logic (RPL) [24], random clock gating [25], gate level randomization such as RMTL [26] and many more as shown Fig. 2. Some of these randomize the computation in the time domain and others randomize the amplitude of the dissipated current.

The constant energy consumption-based countermeasures (dubbed flattening) can be implemented at the architectural level (by utilizing voltage regulators or rectifiers that maintain a constant current regardless of their inputs) or at the circuit level. [27]–[30]. The latter ones are harder to neutralize (e.g., by bypassing the regulators or by sensing the current after the regulator). Numerous countermeasures at the circuit level have been designed to consume constant energy per cycle and thus make it data-independent including SABL [31], WDDL [32], and many more (See Fig. 2). Flattening based countermeasures rely on circuit level symmetry and have been shown to be sensitive to process mismatch, hazards, coupling capacitances, process variations, noise [33]–[35], delay imbalance [36], etc.; all of these non-idealities cause them to leak information [33], [34], [36]–[38].

A sub-class of constant energy consumption countermeasures includes the Adiabatic logic families, e.g., SyAL logic [39], CSSAL logic [40], [41] and others, which work to achieve minimal energy requirements by transferring the charge stored on the logical nodes (capacitors) back to the voltage source. Nevertheless, these circuits are hard to design.

III. THE PSEUDO-ASYNCHRONOUS DESIGN STYLE AND ITS UNDERLYING ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES

The solutions above aim to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio and make it harder to sense small differences in energy consumption. However, these countermeasures target constant inter-cycle energy consumption but do not consider or aim to achieve constant intra-cycle instantaneous power dissipation. This leaves them vulnerable to advanced attacks.
Recall that in both *model-based* and *profile-based* power analysis attacks an attacker tries to locate the set of *best Points-Of-Interest* (POIs). Clearly, as their number, $d$, increases, the possibility of extracting meaningful information decreases and the computational complexity and memory requirements of the attack increases. These POIs can be located within a single clock cycle (*intra-cycle*) [42]–[44] or across several cycles depending on the circuit/algorithm implementation [37], [45], [46]. The complexity of finding fixed POIs for masking implementations increases with $d$. Nevertheless, in cases where the POIs also vary in time, their identification becomes even harder. The pAsynch design techniques presented next vary the POIs in time to make such high dimensionality order PAs significantly harder to perform.

### A. The pAsynch design style

All statistical power analysis attacks and evaluation metrics require or rely on some synchronization of power measurements and assume that intermediate variable bits are computed simultaneously or instantaneously. The Pseudo-Asynchronous (pAsynch) design invalidates these assumptions. This systematic design approach which combines the security advantages of asynchronous circuits with the ease of synchronous design was recently proposed [44]. In [42], [43], we showed that randomization and data-dependencies in *internal signals* were efficient in hiding (in time) the leakage of information during the *Active-region* (dynamic switching currents) and hiding (in amplitude) the information leakage during the *Static-region* (transistors leakage currents). The pAsynch design style modulates (locally) the phases of the clock signals per-bit in a module and the local power-supply resistance. The outcome is a (relatively) low-area-overhead design with relatively simple to employ (local) security elements.

#### The general pAsynch architecture

The general pAsynch architecture is shown in Fig. 3 where a sensitive $n$-bit output variable $(D_o(i))$ is sampled by $n$ different clock signals. First, $n$ different phases $(Clkp_{1:n})$ of the main clock are generated by the phase-gen module; each is shifted by a constant (predefined) delay $\Delta$. These clock signals (phases) are assigned randomly and/or data-dependently to the $n$ sampling elements $(Dclkp_{1:n})$. The assignment is performed at the clock frequency (time dependent). Due to the $n$ different sampling times of the inputs/outputs, bits of the new input vectors enter the block one by one in a mixture of a random and data-dependent order. This sequence of transitions triggers a sequence of transitions at the output; the sequence of output transitions as well as its length depend on the circuit implementation and may change as a function of noise, variations and logic delays. An exemplary current waveforms of the pAsynch design (reproduced from [43]) vs. time is shown in Fig. 4 for $\Delta = 0, 4, 16$. This mechanism of gradual change of inputs has several advantages [44]:

- The number of intra-cycle Points-Of-Interest and intra cycle state hypotheses increases significantly.
- A profiling attacker needs to sufficiently filter the randomization and collect/process high dimensional data-set.
- The instantaneous signal to noise ratio is reduced by a factor of $n$.
- The delay generator is local and therefore less prone to external tampering and can regulate at a resolution of tens of piko-S.

To efficiently hide the information that leaks from devices in the *Steady state*, internal data dependency and randomness are utilized to manipulate the leakage current amplitudes independently for each sequential elements (See Fig. 3). A control dependent always-on power gate is embedded in the design for each FF to provide a Virtual-VDD (VVDD). It selectively opens a Low VT (LVT) nMOS device or a standard VT (SVT) pMOS device in a key- and data-dependent and random manner.

#### Mutual Information analysis vs. algorithmic noise
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The Mutual Information $MI^1$ reflects the guessing entropy - the (average) number of key candidates to test after the side channel attack is $2^{n-MI}$. The MI is computed between the most correlated key (by a High-Order CPA attack with the appropriate combining function, and the correct key). Fig. 5 shows the MI as a function of the number of points of interest (POI) that were used for a one-to-eight High-Order (HO) CPA attack in the presence of architectural noise from $W$ SBOX’s. As expected, as $W$ increases, the amount of information that can be learned decreases. Clearly, the unprotected CMOS design is (inherently) vulnerable and so is the truly random based (R) flavors of the pAsynch. The Data-Dependent Permutation (DP) pAsynch clearly reveals substantially less information on the secret key (even in a noiseless evaluation environment). The most interesting observation is that with very few algorithmic elements the information decreases rapidly.

B. pAsynch design: advantages and challenges

Hardware countermeasures are cardinal to secure designs, the secret ingredient which cannot be jeopardized by whitebox adversary is physical noise (and its amplification).

Security evaluation methodologies rely on a good formulation of statistical and the mathematical properties of leakage functions hand-in-hand with a considerable set of physical assumptions regarding the hardware implementation and the adversary’s abilities. The integrity of security evaluation during the design stage, through verification to field deployment, depends to a great extent on the physical models accuracy (devices, physical layers, statistical variations and noise modeling), the possibility to simulate realistic settings with simulation tools and emulate peripherals properties (IOs, bonding, package, board, sockets, probes etc.). EDA companies and technology vendors play a major role in providing tools to support the embedding of such evolved hardware design and to enable verifiable-security.

The $pAsynch$ design advantages are many-fold: (1) the locality of security elements and their proximity to logic-elements make them hard to neutralize (2) area overhead efficiency (3) it combines the secret-sauce of mixing data dependencies and randomization to make it hard for a modeling-adversary to model the activity and for a template-base adversary (evaluator) to collect, template and process the information and (4) as time manipulation is done in resolution of tens to hundreds of piko-S any acquisition equipment will suffer from very high noise.

With this set of advantages there are challenges we face as security evaluators: mathematical formulation of security properties and concrete bounds of the information leakage for (a scale of) adversaries are still a fairly open problem. Physical assumptions need to be verified as part of the design process and flow.

There are also several challenges that require special design considerations:

1) data dependency mapping scheme - approaches which embed security mechanisms locally rely on HDL design partitioning according to size and independence of internal secret variables. Such partitioning should (clearly) be performed by EDA tools as well as the insertion of the security mechanisms. The choosing and allocation of data-dependent internal signals (and random bits) to control the phase permutations or the power-network is also a task which should be automated (according to, e.g uniformity, proximity).

2) Timing closure considerations - The modulation of the local clock introduces complexity to the static timing analysis (STA) flow which normally assumes a regular and consistent clock period to calculate setup and hold timing margins. Clock modulation is causing a dynamic (time dependent) change the sampling timing of sequential logic. Several possible approaches can be considered. One is to rely on complex STA flow to restrict some of the clock timing selection options that will result in setup or hold timing violations. A different approach would be to design the clock modulation scheme in a way that will allow a more standard STA flow by guaranteeing some clock timing attributes that simplify the STA flow.

3) Custom cells - Implementation of $pAsynch$ design may require limited usage of special cells which are not included in the standard cell library. Timing characterization, for example, of such cells might not be easily supported by current characterization tools due to complex timing arcs. The local always-on power gating used to modulate the current needs attention during power grid design and physical placement.

In general, security-oriented design will benefit from physical design tools with capabilities to support interactive spatial distance specifications between modules (which are driven by cross talk and flexible design specifications), design-symmetry and balancing requirements. The automation of the design, verification and performance evaluation of embedded hardware security is yet a challenge to be coped by EDA tools.

IV. Conclusions

Hardware countermeasures are cardinal to secure designs, the secret ingredient which cannot be jeopardized by whitebox adversary is physical noise (and its amplification). This paper overviews the three key factors in the embedded hardware security space: the adversary knowledge and abilities, the security metrics which are used by adversaries and security evaluators and gate-level countermeasures. A new design paradigm, dubbed $pAsynch$ is discussed alongside its’ advantages which relate to locality of security elements, combination of data dependencies and randomization and time manipulation which is done in resolution below that of acquisition equipment. The challenges are also discussed in contexts of security evaluation, design and EDA tools.
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